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Fall Production Fairfield University Sodalists
To Employ 'Space A . d ? d W ld C
Staae' Method
. tten . _n,
or
ongress
~

By MICHAEL T. KIERNAN
(Number one in a series of articles on the Drama Society's
fall production-Ed.)
Rehearsals are well underway
for the Fairfield University Drama Society's fall production,
Tennessee Williams' The Glass
Menagerie to ·be presented for
one night only, November 21 at
the Notre Dame High School in
Bridgeport.
Directed by Robert G. Emerich, the two-act play is termed
by its author as a "memory
play." This type of play can be
presented with an unusual freedom of convention and poetic
license, omitting details and exaggerating others, according to
the emotional value of the articles treated.
Technical d ire c tor, Frank
Barrett will use a relatively new
process known as "space staging" employing a series of platforms to create an illusion of
the characters floating as the
objects in a man's me mol' y.
Keeping within the empressionistic sty.!e of the play, no walls
will be used on stage. Special
effects will be achieved through
new musical and lighting methods. Mr. Williams states in his
introductory not e s, "Empressionism and all other unconventional techniques in drama have
only one valid aim, and that is
a closer approach to truth . . .
a more penetrating and vivid
expression of t hi n g Sl as they
are."
The· cast, as released earlier
this month by John O'Regan '62,
assistant to the director, includes
Fredrick Price as Tom, Samuel
Groom as the Gentleman Caller,
Gabriel Gunther (tentative) as
Amanda and Janet Sarno as
Laura.
A portion of the play, \'lithout
the elaborate staging, was presented last spring in Gonzaga
Theatre as part of the contemporary American drama lecture
series.
(continued next month)"

Large Crowd Hears
Bonn-Norman Debate
On October 1st Gonzaga Auditorium initiated its public program of the discussion of subjects of contemporary interest
with a debate on the pros and
con of capital punishment.
Fr. Ryan as moderator introduced the subject, nature and
speakers 'of the debate to a capacity audience. Fr. John Bonn,
S.J., expert on criminal reform
and allied fields, argued in support of capital punishment. Dr.
John Norman, as a humanitarian
and conscientious citizen, opposed Fr. Bonn with the negative position.
r
(Continued on Page 8)

Ten representatives from the
Sodality of Our Lady of Fairfield, accompanied by Fr. Joseph
W. Murphy, S.J., and Fr. Richard L. Rooney, S.J., attended the
Second World Congress of the
Sodalities of Our Lady held
August 20-23 at Seton Hall University, South Orange, New
Jersey.

A first in the history of the
Catholic Church was made when
Pope John XXIII addressed the
opening session of a congress
anywhere in the wo.rld. Other
stellar talks came from Archbishop Joseph F. Gawlina, director of the World Federation
of Sodalities, Cardinal Richard
J. Cushing, Dr. Robert Hays, and
The Fairfield men were Paul Mr. Joseph O'Connor. The exCervoni, Frederick Miller, Ray- change of ideas, the disclosure
mond Martin, Robert Jorlette, of successes and failures, the
Daniel Comcowich, Paul Zieg- resolutions for betterment were
ler, James Fin neg a n, John conveyed in the afternoon workSeery, Patrick Waide, and John shop sessions provided for such
Croake. Fr. M u l' P h y and Fr. communications. Daily Mass and
Rooney conducted workshop ses- Holy Communion were offered
to all in the huge gymnasium.
sions.
Many attractive and informative Rev. Gallagher, S.J., Rev. Mr. O'Keefe, S.J., Rev. Mr. Babcock,
More than 5,000 del ega t e s exhibts gave everyone a splen- S.J., Rev. H. Murphy, S.J., Rev. Devine, S.J., (left to right)
from 40 nations gathered for this did concept of the extent of
four-day affair under the pa- Catholic action throughout the
tronage of Our Lady of Guada- world. The finale of the congress
lupe.The theme of the congress was held in Roosevelt Stadium,
was "The Sodalist in the Mod- Jersey City, N.J. Bishop Fulton
ern World."
J. Sheen presented the sermon
The purpose of this congress before a throng of 25,000. At this
was the rekindling and rejuven- awe-inspiring demonstration of
Fairfield has added eight new members to its facation of the true sodality spirit: love and devotion to the Mother
self-sanctification and zealous of Our Savior, he call e d on ulty this year. THE STAG wishes to take this opporapostolic work for Christ and everyone to "continue the apos- tunity to welcome these men to Fairfield and to introHis Church. The activities and tolic example shown by Our duce them to the student body. There are two new
events of each day contributed Lady" and to exemplify the
greatly to the fostering of this principles of holiness and sacri- lay teachers -and six Jesuit teachers, four of which
end.
fice.
were ordained together in 1957.
e Reverend Mr. Neil P. O'Keefe,
.
I
S.J., a native of B 0 s ton has
come to. Fairfield after acquiring his M.A. in Philosophy at
Fun~Packed
Boston College this past June.
He acquired his A.B. at Boston
New ideas and innovations were the key notes of
OWS IpS . in 1953 where he was president
of Alpha Sigma Nn, editor of
this year's Freshman Orientation Week. Chairman Art
The Danforth Foundation, an the yearbook and a Magna Cum
Mannion maintained ,his goal of having a full week of educational
foundation located Laude graduate. Then he served
both social and religious activities. These new ideas in St. Louis, Missouri, invites for two years in the Navy as a
applications for the ninth class lieutenant stationed in Korea
were all a success.
-------------~e
Monday was registration day (1950) of Danforth Graduate Fo.rmosa '-and the Quemoy Is~
for the Frosh, and a movie "Im- fellows· from college senior men lands. A Jesuit now for four
So ph Dance Draws
mitation General" played that and recent graduates who are years. Mr. O'Keefe will act as a
preparing themselves for a cainstructor at Fair-'
Capacity Crowd In Gym, night. Tuesday was a big day for reer of college teaching, and are Philosophy
field.
the new arrivals. At 9:00 a.m.
A capacity crowd was present assembly was held in Gonzaga planning to enter g l' a d u ate
The second student J e sui t
at the sophomore mixer held on Auditorium. Mr. Tartaro, Direc- school in September, 1960, for teaching at Fairfield this year
Saturday, October 3 in the tor of Public ReI a t ion sand their first year of g l' a d u ate is the Rev. Mr. George V. BabUniversity gymnasium. CIa s s Placement; Mr. Guarcello, Mili- study. The Foundation welcomes cock, S.J. He is returning to
president Lou Zowine served as tary Advisor; Fr. McCormick, applicants from the a l' e a s' of Fairfield after a years absence
master of ceremonies for the af- Dean of Men; and Fr. Mahan, Natural and Biological Sciences, during which he received his
fair. Girls were present from Dean of Freshmen, all spoke on Humanities and all fields of M.B.A. at New York University.
St. Joseph's, Marymount, New the functions and what is ex- specialization to be found in the
After serving as a corporal in
Rochelle, Alb e l' t u s Magnus, pected from the Freshman dur- undergraduate college.
President J. Fitzgerald has the army from 1946 to 1948, he
Goo d Counsel, Manhattanville ing his stay at Fairfield.
named Rev. T. E. McPeake as joined the Jesuits in 1950 and
colleges and Norwalk and Saint
The F a cuI t y Advisors and the Liaison Officer to. nominate took his A.B. in Philosophy at
Vincent's nursing schools.
The gym was decorated in a Junior Sponsors met with their to the Danforth Foundation two Weston in 1956. He has joined
continental motif with signs in respective groups for the pur- or not to exceed three candi- the Economics Dept. as an instructor.
various languages on the walls. pose of answering any specific dates for these 1960 fellowships.
questions
the
newcomers
may
Zowine was general chairman
These appointments are funda- Another Bostonian joining the
of the dance, Bob Berchem head- have had. Then they visited the mentally" a relationship of en- staff is the Rev. Robert E. Vared the refreshment committee, activities display that was set couragement" throughout the nerin, S.J., who is an. Assistant
years of graduate study, carry- Professor of Chemistry. Father
Paul Rudd the decoration com- up in the gym.
Bob Crowley organized the inga promise of financial aid Varnerin received his A.B. in
mittee, Jay Behr the ticket c,ommittee. Dan DeMarco and the display with the theme that ex- within prescribed conditions as Philosophy in 1949 and his M.A.
Collegiate Six provided music. tra-curricular activities are an there may be need. The maxi- in 1950 both from Weston ColPresident Zowine termed the af- integral and important function mum .annual grant for sin g 1 e lege. In 1954 he obtained his
fair "a big success.' Over 1,000 of our college life. This has Fellows is $1500 plus tuition and Ph.D. in Chemistry at Catholic
people filled the auxiliary gym been a weak spot in preVious fees charged to all graduate stu- University and in 1958 his S.T.L.
and this is believed to be the years, but with the aid of the dents; for married Fellows, $2000 in Theology at Weston. Father
best attended dance ever held new gym and careful planning plus tuition and fees charged to Val' n e l' i n, a member of the
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
on campus.

Eight New Faculty ~lemhers
Added To University Staff

Dancing, Dunking And Displays
Highlight
Frosh Week

R ev. Mc P eak e, S.J.
··
Off·Icer
Llalson
F or F e II
h·

THE
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STAG

N.F. Serves the
THE STAG AND ITS STAFF
College Man
With the opening of the new school year, we of the Stag are

looking forward to what we hope will be a very successful year
of publication. To do this we need men in all fields of journalism
who are willing to work and turn out a newspaper, the quality
of which will be fitting to the higher academic standing our university is in the. process of attaining.
This group of men, moreover, are not the only students
whose articles will be published in the newspaper. Many men
either because of other extra-curricular activities or the problem
of studies are prevented from meeting the deadline every other
week and thus do not join the staff. To those men we offer the
suggestion, that if at times you have the time to write an article
or you have some piece of information that you would like to be
published in the paper, please feel free to get in contact with a
member of the staff and he will inform you as to the procedure
to be followed.
The Stag is not a "closed shop." It's the voice of the entire
student body and all are perspective members of the staff. Bear
this in mind and you'll be a great aide in the long year ahead of us.
LAW ENFORCEMENT
To those of you who don't already know, the parking situation on campus is being remedied in the form of a new campus
police officer. He is not here to antagonize the stud'ent body by
placing Hckets on the windows of the deliquent cars. His purpose is to make the parking lots, thoroughfares and crosswalks
of the campus a safer place in which to drive or park a car. Obey
the rules regarding campus driving and you will not be compelled to pay the fine attached to these tickets that have been
given out by the hundreds during the first month of school.
ORIENTATION
A vote of congratulation to Chairman Arthur Mannion and
the members of his Freshman Orientation Committee who did
a magnificent job in orientating the Class of '63. The format of this
program will in years to come, no doubt, be consulted' in the
future planning of such events. The Stag salutes the Committee
for a job well done.
J. McN.

A GOOD COLLEGE EDUCATION
For any students not acquainted with the opportunities offered here at Fairfield' by the large number of campus organizations, this may prove to be the impetus they need to look into
one or several activities.
The value of any extra-curricula activity depends not solely
of course, on the nature of the activity itself, but what the individual puts into it. For instance, a man may become a Sodalist
but unless he lives the everyday life of a Sodalist, he doesn't
profit by his membership and is one in name only. The same is
true of any of the organizations, although perhaps less acute.
For any of you interested in getting a little more out of college life than the textbooks offer, a well chosen activity will
give you what you want. At the University we have many,activities, but as space limits my going into each one, I will point out
the few which I estimate have the most influence upon the life
of the graduate.
Foremost of campus activities is the Sodality. Under Fr.
Murphy, Fairfield has developed one of the strongest and most
active groups of .Sodalists in the East. A prospective Sodalist
must go through a long year of candidacy before he will be con. sidered for membership. This gives the candidate and his advisors a chance to discover if he will really make a good Sodalist.
For a sincere student here is
chance to set the pattern of a
good Catholic life, and become a part of Catholic Action.
For anyone with a particular yen for political science, as
most of us are nowadays, the C.I.S.L. gives its members a wonderful chance to see the workings of politics and government at
first hand. Each year similar groups from other Conn. colleges
attend a mock legislature in the state capital building at Hartford. During the months before this assembly -the members are
given a chance to prepare themselves for the presentation of their
respective bills by weekly meetings and occasional 'mock mocks.'
One assembly experience is a six credit course in itself.
One club which I realize is limited but yet of tremendous
value is the Debating tl(all}, which has been very good in recent
years.
The Dramatic society offers not only a chance to test your
acting ability and power of expression but also gives those interested in production, etc. a chance to test themselves.
Anyone who is interested in journalism from any aspect will
find that The Stag offers varied opportunities to develop yourself. Any ·member of th~ staff will tell you that the knowledge
and experience is there for the asking.
Time put into anyone of these activities will pay dividends
in the long run. It is worth looking into.

a

In an effort to smother complaints of lack of coverage in The .Stag f~or social and club activities on camp~s,
The Stag IS askmg that all class and club presidents
submit, in writing, information concerning the affair
they want publicized. This information can be left at
The Stag office or with any member of its staff.

PRAY THE ROSARY DURING OUR LADY'S MONTH

October 9, 1959

AIN IDLE MIND
by JOE MONAHAN

The Motion Picture Industry did not suffer for lack 'of trade
from your reviewer this summer. And likewise, I found that the
by JOHN F. X. WARBURTON public didn't suffer for lack of worthwhile diversion among the
With unprecedented bluntness, hot-weather fare.
this reporter shall state at the
Perhaps the movie which, more than any other, people have
outset the purpose of this article.
The prime consideration is to asked me if I've seen, is Alfred Hitchcock's "North by Northwest."
arouse student support for the It is amazing how sharply divided the opinion is on what I would
N.F.C.C.S. unit here on campus. call a "light-weight" picture. I am told (with violent demonstraOther wandering traces of idle tion) either that it is terrible, ridiculous, absurd nonsense or that
curiosity are heriditary and can- it is an exciting and compelling picture, perhaps the gr~atest of
not be helped. As the academic ~ts kind since "The Great Train Robbery." Frankly, I enjoyed
year starts another circle, we It. Not for a moment because of its plot, which was (let's face it)
feel the time is proper for an rather improbable. Not for a minute because .of the acting, which
evaluation of one of the Univer- was (and this is even easier to face) somewhat - in the prosity's most controversial extra- found sense - casual. (N.B. I do not refer, of course, to that
curricular activities. The nature superbly paced and subtly eloquent dialogue between Miss Saint
of the campus unit of the Na- and Mr. Grant on the train - a truly memorable moment in
tional Federation of Catholic cinematographic art.) Not for a minute, either, did I enjoy it
College Students is not in itself for its scenic grandeur, which was visually as convincing as a
a matter for, great debate. The papier-mache window display at J. C. Penney's.
unit serves the University and
No. Frankly, for me, "Nor'th by Northwest" was an intelits students in two major as- lectual guessing game. I get a great kick out of looking for that
pects. The first 'service is ren- cute old Mr. Hitchcock - you know, he appears in all his picdered in the field of communi- ture~, somewhere. As a matter of fact, I missed him; but that's
cation of ideas and projects be- all rIght. Someone told me he came in during the first reel' and
tween Catholic colleges through- I'm not too sure I would have stayed. (Actually, I thought .i had
out the nation. Being a firm be- spotted him in the final scene - you know, that profile of Teddy
liever in ideas, and especially Roosevelt . . .?)
,
in the communication of them,
On
the
other
hand,
"Hole
in the Head" was one of those
this reporter is inclined to support this NF movement and urge pictures which absolutely must be walked out on. I don't mean
its suport by the rest of the stu- by this to condemn the picture as a whole. There is some wondent bod y. Without climbing derful comedy in it - especially between Frank Sinatra and
upon an intellectual's hob b y- Edward G. Robinson. But, as is the case with "realistic" comedies
horse, the reporter must admit which go all out to be "folksy," it too often descends to the
to the existence of groups who soap-opera level; and ends with one of the most embarassingly
would not perturb themselves sentimental scenes I've seen since "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
over this movement or its aim. Farm" (the S. Temple version). So, if it comes around again, by
Acceptance, some college chef all means see it, but first find out when it's over and leave about
once said, is part of a liberal five minutes early. You'll find that Messrs. Robinson and Sinatra
make their scenes vividly realistic and brilliantly comic at the
education.
same time (with excellent assistance from Thelma Ritter). Then
It is in dealing with the sec- unfortunately, you will have to wade through a rather sugary
ond major service of the N.F.C.- duet by Sinatra and Eddie Hodges ("There goes another problem
C.S. campus unit, that the voice ker-plop!"). But, believe me, you'll never miss those last ecstatic
is inclined to become strained moments', when the entire cast slowly sinks into the sunset and insistant. On a local, region- literally!
al and national basis the N.F.C.Next column, I hope to discuss the two current films from the
C.S. serves as a spokesman for
the opinions and socio-political Swedish producer, Ingmar Bergman - "Wild Strawberries" and
desires of the American Catholic "The Magician." I have only seen the former but I expect its
college student. (I sometimes companion to arrive in our vicinity soon. Meanwhile, let me
wonder if the American Catho- urge that you see "Wild Strawberries," if only because it's "diflic term does mark and distinc- ferent." Th.e m~re experience of hearing the Swedish language
tiveness - but then this is ex- (WIth EnglIsh tItles) IS alone well worth the price of admission.
trainoHs.) Here the potential of You may also find, as I did, that it is a beautiful and moving film.
effectiveness is unlimited. The
value of the right (not necessarily in a political sense) publicity and influence as a pressure g l' 0 U P (here a politicalscience sense) upon our government and soc i e t y is realized
when considered as the proving
grounds for the knowledge and
truths one acquires during and
Bi-monthly publication of the students of .
after our collegiate education.
Fairfield University
However, the practical value of
Member of Associated Collegiate Press
this aspect of N.F.C.C.S. is proRepresented for National Publication by
portional to the capabilities and
National Advertising Servic,e. Inc.
beliefs of the individuals who
.Subscription price $2 per year
put the organizational structure
into positive action. In other
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
words, if your beliefs and opinJoseph McNamara
ions are not being voiced (and
being yours, they should be),
the reason of the fault is that
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
you are not there giving them!
Art . Funk
Robert O'Neil
In the manner of rousing, it
might be said: only you and the
amount of your cooperation can
FEATURE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
determine the success and value
Geoffrey Stokes
Lou Parent
of N.F.C.C.S. to Fairfield University. While interested support
(defined as more than just signBUSINESS MANAGER
SPORTS EDITOR
ing up) may not shake the
Bob Crowley
Bill Kramer
world today, ah, think of tomorrow.
But where, ask you who have
EXCHANGE EDITOR
had the c 0 u l' age to continue
Paul Fargis
reading, is the controversy? It
lies in the same aspect of. the
N.F. that gives it greatest value.
"
STAFF
That is the structure of the naE.
Anderson,
J.
Distinti,
S.
Dunphy,
M. Fratantuno, J. Grady,
tional organization; for in so
large an organization there is W. Kramer, J. Monahan, R. Nalewajk, T. Phelan, D. Preziosi,
always ate n den c y of over- D. Reichelt, J. Reilly, J. Stewart, J. Triscornia, F. X. Warburton,
swamping by bureaucracy. The B. Lawler, T. Cuomo, T. Ungerland; A. Mannion, L. Zownie,
region, to which Fairfield Univ. J; B. Heller, J. Flynn, R. Jaros, N. ColI, F. Abbate.
belongs and to which the cam(Continued on Page 6)
LAYOUT - R. Cagnassola, M. Kiernan.
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Law N' Order Brought To Campus;
Effect On Students Is Noticeable

\Junior View OJ 1.959
Freshman Orientation

Thre~

From This Corner
By MIKE FRATANTUNO "

. LaSt spring, when most of the .. (. Once ag~ii1 this year y~u po;r.people 'w'ill be s4bjectect to
"Meninred" were being caught the Voice of Doom. It will not be tne same this year, however,
Since the turn of the century communities in general have in speed traps in the mad scram- since there have been some changes made. The machine guns
recognized the need for adequate and organized law enforce- ble to down a few at Jennings have stopped chattering, a silver flashlight lies dormant, and the
ment agencies. This is not to say that there were no· laws before Beach, a s e 1 e c t few gathered flag is flying at half-mast over the new gymnasium.
this time for laws have existed since the Java ape man. It was after classes to discuss problems
Speaking of the New Gym (for I have heard it called nothing
just that' people kept breaking them - like parking their horses along the lines of Fall mixers, else), it appears to be truly worth all the trouble. It is really a
on the wrong side of the street, or letting them gallop in a 1~ running a dry womenless stag welcome sight on the campus. I have heard some people from
mile zone. So men were hired to see that people stopped thIs picnic, and a President's Tea other sections and they have said: "It is very Q.ice, but why
nonsense, and since they were exercising police power (every- (?). Yes, although the purpose would anyone want a Food Fair on Campus??" I have patiently
thing from shutting down bawdy-houses to. issu~~g . parkin~ of the meetings might have ap- explained that it is not a Food Fair, it is a new modern gymtickets ( they came to be called, among other thmgs, polIcemen. peared to be to give Father Mc- nasium. But then these foolish people ask me: "But if it is a
Although I can't recall any bawdy-house incidents here on Peake more problems than he gyr6, where are all the baskets?" To which I have no reply, and
campus, we nevertheless have seen the need for somebody (so~e already had, the r.eal re.ason was they seize their advantage and they say". '.. and where is the
body else, that is) to enforce the laws which define the relatIon- that l!'reshman O.nentahon Week gym floor?" I inform them that it is under that there green
ship of students to their University. And so, in this year of Our was m the makmg.
, cloth and that someday, if we all pass in school, we will be able
Lord 1959, Fairfield unveils - much to the chagrin of its maleBy the Marine volunteer sys- to see the floor underneath. I assume that on that day, there
factors - the Campus Police!
tern ("You, you, you and you!"), will be much joy on our campu's, what with cutting of ribbons,
The force has been in action only about a week, and already chairmen of the various affairs and the playing of bands, and the removing of the protective
it has an outstanding record, as attested by the following data:
were chosen, committees were tarpaulins with the crack of a champagne bottle on the festively
(1) Less students are taking their cars to school.
formed, and in g e n e l' a 1, the decorated concrete bleachers.
(2) More students are removing the windshield wipers from structure looked good on pa~er.
"Well," these outsiders say, "it is certainly impressive, but it
their cars if they do take them to school.
Nobody knew what was commg looks much bigger from the outside." I answer with a condescend(3) Many students have gotten their first (and second and off, but man, did we have struc- ing smile, as if I were talking to some six-year olds who want
third) looks at the interior decoration of the Office of the Dean ture!
to know why is the sky blue. "Actually," I say, "it is bigger.
of Men.
The next meeting was held on Come with me through this secret panel." I push a secret button
(4) Homocides are at a new low.
Sunday, September 13th, at 11 and the seemingly imperceptile wall of the gym slides away,
(5) Most people are thinking twice before acting. They're o'clock a.m. in Loyola. Most of and reveals yet another room, also big and empty, but not covered.
still acting, but at least they're thinking twice!
us will remember, as the com- "This," I explain, "is the spare gym which they are keeping
It is rumored that the police jurisdiction will be extended mi:tee, that this was "the morn- nice for when the other gym get all dirty and old." At this the
to include speeding violations. As yet, however, they have not ing after" the last Sat u l' day outsiders are truly amazed, and they make such s.tatements as:
disclosed by what method they will determine who is speeding night of the vacation. The in- "Wise planning!" and "True forethought!"
and who is not. But they are investigating. Also, a radical step coming frosh and families must
"But," they say, "where will the dances be held? It is hard to
is being taken to enforce the Pure Food and Drug Act, but no have gotten quite an impression dance on so smooth and slippery a surface!" At this, I lead them
official statement has been made regarding this, and many be- of the upper cIa ssm e n when to the room marked "Showers" and I explain, as to six-year
lieve it to be impractical.
hearing comments like, "To get olds, "We will dance here. It is warm and cozy and there are
And so, we sigh with relief as we see the throng of criminals here on time this morning, I benches to sit on."
running pell-mell upon the advent of the 'men in blue (hats)."
had to go to an early Mass! Do
The outsiders are amazed as to the minute planning which
And as we turn out our lights and rest our heads on our pillows,
you know what? They actually the gym affords, and as I walk them to the door, they commend
we are at peace - confident that someone is watching!
get people at an eight o'clock the architects for a job well done. Their enthusiasm is cut short,
Mass!" To which a heavy-eyed however, when they reach their car and find an elderly gentleJunior replied, "Heck, until this man who is tearing out the generator and several other small
morning I didn't even k no. w gadgets to check their serial numbers against his list. Their im-·
there was such a thing as eight pression of Fairfield University has been altered quite a bit
o'clock Sunday morning!"
as they watch their car being towed away.
Be that as it may, everybody
As I said, there have been some changes made.
was assigned a job and amazingly stayed awake through the
whole day. And what a day! And
.I.
•
•
•
what a team! We had hand shakThis year has had an almost amazingly auspicious beginning.
ers, escorters, luggage unloaders, car drivers, baggage men, From all reports, Orientation Week was a definite, and unexe 1 e vat 0 l' boys - the works! pected, success. The activities program, sparked by the orientaWhen our team got finished, tion committee, is rolling along quite well, too.
Intellectually, the well-attended public debate, and the policy
frosh had not only lost their
baggage, their parents and their chance at "New Frontiers" are among the indications of growth.
In all these ways, Fairfield is in motion. Whether this is to
cars but some frosh were even
mis;ing their cute sisters. (It last, or to die a lingering death is up to the students. With the
was that sneaky elevator boy momentum gained in these first few weeks, we can go on to a
who "accidentally" got the car good year. We can also live up to some of our past performances
stuck between floors.) W hen and muddle through another year in Apathy Valley.
One of the things that will decide this, is our interest; not
those drivers unloaded a trunk,
they really unloaded a trunk! only in such cultural things as world news and the football pool,
Now I ask you, what can a fresh- but also in events that affect the university, and ourselves, directman, on the third floor of Go~- ly. A fascinating example of this is the recent NFCCS decision
ERNIE GARRITY
zaga, do with a greasy repaIr to raise the dues of the member chapters. This should cause us
blanket, a tool kit, a Skotch to ask some questions of ourselves, the NF delegates, and the
This year the president of our student council is Ernest Kooler, a jack, two dented hub- council members. Among these questions could be: Why do we
belong to NF?, What does it do for us?, for the university?, for
Garrity, a resident of Fairfield, Connecticut. Before school, started caps, and a spare tire?
That night, while the frosh Catholicism?, and, What would happen if we left the national
Ernie gave signs that he was going to be an aggressIve and
determined president. He sent out letters to all the students were meeting new faces, some organization?
Someone should know the answers, If no one does, we're in
requesting their help in the form of a fifty cent boost in the of the committee hit the Ritz
trouble.
for
the
sounds
of
Stan
Kenton.
student tax. Apparently, he received a friendly response wIth
Most of us managed to hit the
Ii ttle 0 bj ection.
Already Ernie is facing legislation that requires immediate sack a few hours before we were
best
attention. The University's share of the raffle money must be hit with the realization that
there was such a thing as a
considered. What will be the best way to spend it?
color
Ernie, a government major, has prepared himself for this seven o'clock Monday morning,
for
responsibility for the past two years. He was a member of the and we were back on the job
campus Student Council last year, chairman of the '58 orientation com- at 8:30. With a kind word for
mittee, chairman of the '59 Dogwood Festival, sophomore class all ("All right, freshmen! Put
treasurer, and basketball manager. This year he will be working that name tag on and fall in the
line to the left! Whaddaya mean
on the Stag and the Manor.
We asked Ernie if he had any new plans for this year. He the photographer told you to
let us in on something that is still on the drawing board for the take your badge off! I say put it
Cool, keen, and completely right -.
present. This year the Student Council will have to inaugurate on! Yesterday I carried you l'
whether your taste runs to the Continental, or conventional University styling.
a Cardinal Key Society. This society will consist of thirty hand- luggage, tomorrow you carry my
picked (invitation only) students whose main concern will be books! When I say jump, I exstudent activities. This group will be different from the present pect you to jump - and ask
OLIVE tweeds, Loden, flannels and bulky wools in jackets
Honor Society. It will have its own charter and constitution. We 'How High?' on the way up!"),
. . . slacks . . . sport coats . . . sweaters . . • shirt:i
. • . ties . . • everything right down to your socks spiked
will be hearing more about this new Garrity enterprise in the we corraled them through all
the val' i 0 u s registering phewith the flavor of Olive - come see
future.
Besides this, Ernie has one other aim this year. It is a diffi- nomena.
And so it went: lines, assemcut aim and may not even succeed. Ernie would like to have a
better cooperation between the students and their counc~l. It blies, displays, meetings and finseems that the students merely elect their officers and forget ally a high point before the first
Men's Furnishings, Street Floor
about them. The student attendance at the council sessions is day of class - Stag Night. Varipractically nil. How Garrity proposes to correct this situation ous campus acts (new and oldwill be interesting. Ernest Garrity will definitely be affecting one vocal group established over
an hour and a half before curour lives this year.
By RAY NALEWAJK
(Continued on Page Eight)
~By. FRED J. ABBATE'
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FreshTnan Orientation Week Huge

Fairfield's future Cross-Country team starts practice early

What do you mean you don't honor credit cards?

Well, at least that committee chairman got his.

One of the many fine displays found in the gym. during "The Week."
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Daring Innovation Of Committee Responsible

New gym crowded

A Happy Couple -

to

capacity during first dance.

King Bob Foy and' his Queen.

Dan Browne and Lou Zowine accept trophy for Sophomore Class.

Bill Keegan, Bill Kelly and acquaintances pose for I<Stag."

THE
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Notes And Votes. IASI~.n·I~.lYs
~

(Continued from Page 2)
By E. W. ANDERSON
" T h e f i r s t Student CouncIl
pu~,unit has often, perhap~ too
.,
, ' By DON PRE,ZIOSI
,
\
,
.
'meeting' of the academic year
"When a .person makes a dec.
Activity, in' the world of jazz' often, supplied with its region-, '
1959-60 was held on Sept. 23rd.
ci~iion, it is usually followed b,y during previous summers has al chairman, has come ,into conThe members were once again
an afterthought. Both are equal- done much to popularize sum- flict with the national organizah
honored to have the services of
ly important. Having ha d t e mertime as a sort of "jazz festi- tion. (In ways, this seems like
.
chance to get a cross-section of
something heard before) The Rev. R. L. Rooney, S.J. as theIr
Th
ffi
several afterthoughts 0f f 0 u r val-time." This past summer was fault here 11'es w1'th both groups:
presiding moderator.
e 0 Freshmen, I find that these sec- no exception. Jazz festivals and the slightly-over isolationalism
, agree- concerts popped up all around (called in previous years m
. d e- cers for the Council are: Ernest
ond considerations are m
t th ey are the country, and ranged in size pen d ence ) 0 f th e N ew E ng1an d Garrity, President; David Roysmen t WI'th th'
e1r fi rs:
all glad they chose Fairfield to
region and the near-sightedness ton, Vice-P res ide n t; Robert
continue their educations.
(and/or noise) from the Ameri- of the National organization, the Michael, T rea sur e r; Donald
The f 0 u r freshmen, Robert can Jazz Festival at Newport to lack of appreciation of g r ass Theriault, Recording Secretary;
Slattery, Aloysius Kikuchi, Al- the first annual jazz festival in roots, when it deals with mat- Tho mas Ryan, Corresponding
fred Westerfield, and J 0 s e p h Chicago sponsored by a leading ters that will effect the regions. Secretary.
B1'ega hav-e common favorable
A Treasurer's report was gl'ven
,
literary' periodical ("Playboy,"
At the present moment, there
opinions about the beauty of the
t h F
th A
1 is a "p 0 ten t i a 1 of difficulty" by Mr. Michael. The Council
campus, the pleasant life in the of course) 0 t e our
nnua
has $78810 in the treasury to
dormitories, and the g e n era 1 Jazz Jamboree at tiny Lewisohn which results from the follow- date Th~ student assessment tax
ing situation. In June. in a state.
S tadium in New York
friendliness of the Freshman
.
ment of a "Financial Commit- collection figures were also, reclass.
The Newport festival, as ex- tee," the national organization leased - 69.9% of the SophoBob Slattery, pected, experienced the greatest complained that "the Federation mores, 58.9% of the Juniors and
of Utica, N.Y., crowds and greatest profits - has found it 'Very difficult to 51.3% of the Seniors paid the
~hose Fairfield and probably made the greatest operate within the limitation of tax for a total of 60.9% of the
'Jy the "com- hash of a jazz festival ever. This its budget." This was, of course, total school. Leaving approxiparison p r 0- jazz fan and many others pur- unfortunate and moved many mately 40% of the student body
c e s s," learn- posely a v 0 ide d that "crazy hearts to so r row; but other in arrears, and not in good
ing of Fa i r- scene" (to quote Miles Davis) hearts not so deeply _ particu- standing.
field through mainly because it has become larly when, glancing at the pubThe Chairmen of the standing
friends and just that.
lished budget statement of the committee's we reappointed:
teachers. Bob,
Once a first-rate jazz festival, national organization, their eyes Legislative Committee-Mr. Mcwho went to Newport is fast degenerating in- caught such items as "Travel: Namara, Activities Committeeschool at St. John's Prep in
President and Executive Com- Mr. Crane, Financial Committee
Massachusetts, brought out his to a huge circus where thousands
d
,
. h of beatnick good-timers (an a mittee ... $2,500.00." And, alas, -Mr. Michael, Grievance Comf ee I mgs
a b out t h e sc h 001 WIt
some definite particulars,. The few true jazz fans) come to as all good reports of all honest mittee - Mr. Stubbs, Publicity
financial committees do, t his Committee-Mr. Ryan. Mr. Zigfood served here rated high on "dig" the "authentic" jazz sounds
h
at committee report urged an in- ler was then appointed Election
his list, while the routine of of a parade of performers t k'
dorm life was somewhat to- included this year Pat Suzu 1 crease in dues (a rather large Commissioner.
wards the other end of his list. and the Kingston Trio! Wait one, at that).
A motion was then entertained
now - don't' get me wrong, I
The report was made legisla- to have the summer council
Aloysius K iam not saying that I don't like tive fact and to boil all this down N FCC S
t
d M St
kuchi, of Tokthe Kingston Trio (all right the to the bitter concrete, it will J~h~ 'g~v~ ~e~~~he~e~e~gth~' but
YtO'd' ~ a ~ a~,
great Kingston Trio) but what cost the University slightly over complete and clear dissertation
s u Ie a
.
'the hell are they doing at the $500 to have the campus unit of the activities that transpired.
Joseph's
in
Newport Jazz Festival.
remain a part of the national Mr. St. John then informed the
Y
okahama, the
largest En gOf course the festival did have organization. (Previously it was Council that the dues for the
lish speaking
its great mom e n t s, some of around $100 for the same privi- national organization have been
school in Jawhich I heard via direct pick- lege) But, did I say the Univer- raised from 10c per student to
pan, and is
ups over CBS-Radio. I was not sity will pay? Pardon the error; 50c per student. A discussion
here at Fairsurprised that great bands like the Student Council (controlling followed and the question was
field on a Grew Foundation Ellington's (with Jimmy Rush- the finances of the campus unit) batted around like the proverbischolarship, an exchange pro- ing) and Basie's (with Lambert- will do the actual check-writing. al rubber ball. Getting no where
gram in memory of the late Hendricks-Ross) turned in stelI m m e d i ate 1 y, there were fast, a motion was made to acAmerican ambassador to Japan. lar performances. Nevertheless, mumblings heard of "Secession! cept the report and table the
Aloysius found the Jesuit fa- they and the few others could Who needs the national, any- dues question to a later date.
thers kind and considerate, and not prevent Newport from being way?" Recalling the importance The emminently sensible questhe student body small, close, the farce it obviously turned out of a national voice for collegiate tion was asked by Mr. Shay
and friendly. One special note to be.
opinion, in particular our opin- "What would happen if Fairfield
of admiration was for the camAnother of the major summer ion, we see t hat withdrawing dropped out of the national or. pus, which Aloysius finds most festivals was the Third Annual from the national organ~zation ganization?"
beautiful.
New York Jazz Festival at Ran- would be neither wise nor pracRed Ban k dall's Island in New York. Hav- tical. Thus, secession does not Only by persistant and yet inCatholic H.S. ing seen the complete festival seem to be the answer. Well, formative inquiry by each stuin New Jer- each of its three years, and then, where do we go? (we dent of the Council members
sey g a v e us having also seen the innovations being the campus unit and the will bring the answer. (Despite
our
t h i r d in both this festival in particu- interests of the student body) our origin'al intention to end this
Freshman, AI- lar, and jazz in general, I feel Can the Student Council (who article in a flurry of rhetorical
fred Wester- justified in saying that the Ran- does not seem to believe in the questions, we must - in confield. Al noted dall's Island festival could, in practice of issuing a public bud- science - add) Our support and
especially the time, be of great importance to get) afford to take the added encouragement goes out to both
warm recep- the world of jazz - if it doesn't cost? Do the members of the the senior and junior delegate to
tion afforded fall prey to the same mercenary Council realize the importance save the union; our cry goes out
the Freshman class by the up- devices as did Newport.
of remaining in the national to you the student to support
perclassmen, which is becoming
The Randall's Island festival organization? Do the. members the campus of the N.F.C.C.S.,
a tradition here. As for the class
of the campus unit realize it? now!
itself, he finds it very friendly, differed significantly from Newport's in its theme - the preand cap a b 1 e of tremendous sentation of pure jazz by true
spirit. Al finds also that the
dorm students, if th~ir·'energy jazz musicians, This end was
certainly accomplished. Ranging
can be successfully channelled, from the boppish sounds of the
will soon form a harmonious Miles Davis Sextet to the afrounit.
cuban sounds of the Dizzy GilThe f 0 u r t h
lespie and Johnny Ric h a r d' s
new student
bands to the ultra-m 0 d ern
is Joseph Biesounds of Stan Kenton's great
ga, of Irvingorganization and the _equally
• Fine selection of topcoats. suits and sweaters.
ton, N.Y., a
g rea t MJQ, the au die nc e,
•
All the most popular styles and fabrics in jackets. slacks
graduate
0 f
through three nights of concerts,
Sacred Heart
heard nothing but the best of
and shirts.
in
Yonkers.
this excellent art form we call
Joe's opinions
jazz.
agree generally wit h the
Of course I can't say that
other three freshmen about the Newport was entirely wrong or
campus, the freshmen s p i r i t, that Randall's Island was entireetc. In addition to these, he con- ly correct because neither
siders the compulsory stu d y was. But I can say, and am
period as a powerful force for saying, that the Newport festival
developing good study habits. has committed a grevious sin
Joe's aspirat,i"ons inc l.. u d e. the against Jazz-that is., over-comlegal field.
- mercializ<ition: .
,-

Whatever your Fancy For Fall

HOWLAND'S HAS IT!

's',~

Air Chorale

At

G~)llzaga

.",

',f G '
ince\the cdnstruction 0i'- on,zaga f(all,' its auditorium has
been the scene of many and
'd
t' 't'
0
f th
vane
~c 1V1 1es.
ne 0
e
most enJoyable of these was ~
concert given by the Army Air
Defense Corps Choir.
On Thursday, Sept. 25, a mixed audienc,e of priests, townspeople and students filled the
Gonzaga auditorium to near capacity. With the opening of the
program "The Army Theme
Song" they realized the quality
of the perf.ormance th,ey we,re
a.bout to w1tn~ss. TheIr conV1Chons were rapIdly cemented by
renditions of "Lord Our God
H
M
" d "Th L t
ave
e r c y ~n"
e a~
W 0 r d s .o~ DaVId. From thIS
deeply sp1nt.ual mood they m07'~d to the l1ghtly humorous" m
A Ball a d for Amencans, a
solo by C:harles Brya~~ and the
old Amenc.an ~,avorJte Down by
the RIversIde.
During the intermission the
audience was entertained by
several piano selections, "Autumn Leaves" and "Old Mother
Hubbard," played by Rob e l' t
Mullany
.
With the resumption of the
program the group offered the
"Medley from Oklahoma" and
in the same vein "The Cowboy's
Lament" by soloist Bruce Bolenbacher. The final selection "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic"
brought loud and sustained applause for it and for the entire
performance.
The group, thirty-five enlisted
men, under the direction of second Lt. George Quick was organized to represent the Army
in the field of entertainment. In
pursuit of this they have traveled many thousands of miles to
present these concerts to our
troops at home and abroad. They
are truly a credit to the army
in which they serve.

SPRING SEMESTER 1960
Institute of European Studies arranges English taught courses
through the University of Vienna. Em·
phasis on learning German. Students
live with Austrian Families, tdke
meals at the IES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 countries when the University is not in
session.

51f2 MONTHS IN EUROPE $1395
Price covers round trip ocean travel,
roo"" board, tuition and study tours.
SAILING: Maasdam, Feb, 4, New York
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec. 10, 1959
For further information, write to:

INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDIES
35 E. Wacker

Chicago 1

SEND THIS COUPON FOR IES BULLETIN

address
city
~choof

zone

state
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Intramurals Begin
With New Regime

At this time no fewer than one thousand college
sports editors are racking their brains trying to think
of some novel way to say "It's good to be back." Since
novelty creeps into my life on occasions few and far
between, I see no reason to depart from the norm and
say "It's good to be back."
Seriously, why shouldn't it be. The weather since
our return to the campus has been terrific and our spots
minded students have certainly taken advantage of it.
For at approximately 2 o'clock each afternoon, Fairfield's quiet and serene campus begins to buzz with activity. Cho-ose up Football games are hotly contested,
the ba ketball courts, both in the gym and outdoors,
are ammed, the Cross-country team painfully whips
itself into shape, the beach is still dotted with people
and ,a good majority of the dots are Fairfield men, and
finally every day there is the exodus of the golfers to
nearby Fairchild Wheeler. It looks like the ancient
complaint of "Nothing to do," has been buried forever,
at least let us hope so.

Page Seven

SPORTS PERSON..t\LITY·

The up and coming In t l' amural League Games will be
completely revamped from previous years. With the inauguration of the gym the system
has been able to expand, and
this year it will contain in a
unified group off-campus and
dorm students. No distinction
will be made of either as in the
past.
Students who wished to participate signed up from September 22 to the 29. A good number did sign, although mol' e
were expected. The teams will
be organized this week and both
football and volleyball gam e s
will start the second week in
October. There are three football fields and two volleyball
DENNIS Down
courts layed out beyond Loyola
Hall. This year the off-campus
With the recent TV showing of the United States Amateur
will be able to dress and shower Tennis Tournament and the nation wide acclaim arroused by it,
in the gym.
many students might be interested to know that Fairfield also
Notices concerning the league lays claim to an outstanding figure in the tennis world.
will be posted on the bulletin
It is in the person of Dennis "the chief" Dowd, capt. in the
board outside the intramural of- recently formed University team and this weeks sports personfice on the first floor of the gym. ality.
For the con v e n i e n c e of the
Dennis hails from a line of Long Island racquet men includdorm-students, there will also ing a father who supervises tennis tournaments and a brother
be 'notices posted on the boards who is a constant threat to Dennis' number one position on the
in the cafeteria. All matters con- Fairfield team.
cerning the 1 e a g u e, such as
Dennis picked up his early training in Bavahere High School
equipment, referees and sched- (L.I.), under whose colors he won the Sulfolk, L.I. title and
ules, will be handled in the gym. various park and club championships. Upon entering college,
The league is under the direc- Dennis who is now a senior, requested the whereabouts of the
tion of the Rev. Augustine J. Fairfield Tennis Team. When assured that no team existed, inCaffrey, S.J. and he will be as- stead of being disheartened, he, with the aid of larry Lessing,
sisted by the Rev. Mis tel' initiated his own club.
O'Keefe and John Creed "61."
Last spring, the team under the leadership of Mr: Dowd
Father Caffrey was impressed (personal record 17-1) compiled nine against one loss, defeating
by the turnout of players but such Eastern Coast powerhouses as Amherst and Holy Cross.
expressed his hopes that a still
With nearly all members returning, this years team could
greater number will sign up for easily go undefeated and, with it, considerable personal recognibasketball.
tion for its captain Dennis Dowd.

During the summer, the following appeared in the
Meriden Journal quote "Tiny Fairfield takes on powerful Holy Cross in their season opener in a new million
dollar gymnasium - Whew." Tiny, according to Webster means very small or diminutive, minute. If the
above mentioned sportswriter had taken the trouble
within the last five years to ride by tiny Fairfield, he
would, unless he were blind or a fool see that we are
not minute or dimunitive or even very small. We have
an enrollment of well over one thousand students, a
fine physical plant, competent teachers, and a good,
The cross-country team returned to the campus
very good basketball team . . . "Men in Red will althis year facing a tremendous task. To build is one
ways. , ,"
thing but to build while fadng a tough schedule is
Have you ever thought of which sport is the least quite a different story.
apprecia,ted and certainly least glorious? If you haven't" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < < S But that is the r 0 ute that
picture yourself running 4 or 5 miles , gasping for
'REV. McPEAKE, S.J. Coach Tamashunas has chosen
breath, straining down the last 100 yards and winning
(Continued from Page 1)
and he looks to his journey with
a race, only to have the rest of the student body read all graduate students with an optimism.
about it in the paper. This is the plight of the Cross- additional stipend of $500 for The team has seniors, Captain
L
h
h d
f 1 each child. Students wit h or Frank Connor and Phil Gallacountry team. ast year t ey a a very success u without financial need are in- gher and one junior John Garseason and quite naturally many people felt, "Why vited to apply. A Danforth Fel- rity. The rest of the team is
bother to watch." This year will be very different. The low is allowed to carry other made up of sophomores Jack
h 1 h'
h h
scholarship appointments, such Barry, Gary Ambert, Lou Ockey,
best Freshmen team in t h e sc 00 s Istory w ic steps as Rhodes, Fulbright, Woodrow Jack Doyle, Bob M c Cart h y,
up to the varsity level plus a few strong holdovers Wilson, Marshall, etc., concur- Shaun Sullivan and Frank Henfrom last year's team, hope to give Coach Tamashunas rently with his Danforth Fel- driks, all up from last years
and Captain Frank Connor something to be proud of. lowship, and applicants for these undefeated freshman team.

Sophomores Hold .L~e'w·Hope
For Varsity Track Team

CLOSING THOUGHTS: Father Caffery, Mr. 0'Keefe and John Creed's decision to wait until after the
WorId Series 'to start the intramural football league is
1au d e d b y th IS corner as a very WIse move. Th'IS s h ouId
't d games". W e
grea tl y d ecrease th e num b er 0 f f orf el'e
have noticed that a few industrious frosh are trying
to form a swimming club, This idea met with mild suct s·
.
cess t wo years ago b u·t someh ow d'Ie d ou.
wlmmlng
is a sport that could easily be added to the University's
. .
athletlc program wIthout too much added expense or
trouble. Good Luck.
O

•

That glorious weather I spoke of before has finally
succeeded in tempting m~ beyond my residence. Fairchild Wheeler's greens may leave something to be de. sired, and it's fairway's may be dried out and brown,
but it's still a golf course and I still persist in calling
myself ,a golfer. See you in two weeks.

appointments are cordially invited to apply at the same time
for a Danforth Fellowship, If a
man received the Danforth Appointment, tog e the l' with a
Rhodes Scholarship, Fulbright
Scholarship, or Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship, he becomes a Danforth Fellow without stipend,
until these other relationships
are completed.

. All Danforth Fellows will participate in the annual Danforth
F 0 u n d a t ion Conference on
Teaching, to be held at Camp
Miniwanca in Michigan n ext
September, 1960.
The qualifications of the candidates as 1 i s ted in the announcement from the Foundation are: men of outstanding
academic a b iIi t y, personality
congenial to the classroom, and
integrity and character, including serious inquiry within the

This is a very determined and
highly spirited squad. The majority of the men cut their summer vacation's sho.rt and have
been training since September
first, running an average of seven miles a day. Their training
is fast approaching a c 1 i m a x
when on Oct. 12 they open
against St. Johns, always a power in cross-country. This is a
young squad and quite a few
upsets could be scored before
the season ends with the Collegiate Track Conference Cham_p_io_n_s_hi_·p_s_.
_
Christian tradition.
All applications, including the
recommendations, must be completed by January 31, 1960. Any
student wishing further information should get in touch with
our Liaison officer.

On and Off
the Campus

DRINK PEPSI
Ethical
Pharmacy
1260 Main St.

BRIDGEPORT

THE
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JUNIOR VIEW
(Continued from Page 3)
tain time!) performed, entertained, and taught (e.g. did you
know that the damn project not
only aids in the growth of our
community, but also aids in the
growth of our community?),
Our new gym was christened
by a mixer Friday night, and although there were a lot of comments about the Junior Sponsors having the nicest girls, it
was a strictly Freshman affairhonest, fellows! It gave the frosh
a chance to test their answers
to Wednesday's Gordon Profile
Test, like "inclined to be highly
sociable," or, if two had their
eye on the same girl (as often
happens at mixers, we have to
warn the frosh), "gets a job
done in the face of any obstacle."
Saturday dawned beautifully
over "the rolling hills of Fairfield," and while everyone else
was snuggled under the covers,
one of the comP-littee found out
that there was a seven o'clock
Saturday morning - at a pig
farm! But more about our friend
(nicknamed "Arty") later. The
day started officially a little aftel' one o'clock. CIa s s rivalry
started off keenly with the frosh
and sophs forming ranks and
running at each other in battering-ram fashion, which really
started the day off with a bang.
After the field eve n t s, our
friend "Arty" was introduced to
about 400 undergrads. Having
been in a scratchy burlap bag
all day, then being thrown into
a barrel and being greased, the
pig was in no mood to oblige us
in any way. But ... when four
hundred guys come running at
you . . . I mean, even if you
weren't a pig!
Following that massacre, the
frosh and sophs matched teams
at climbing up, or rather climbing over each other around a
greased pole. And now com e s
the sore point - the tug of war
over the pond. Although the
frosh didn't get the assistance
from the jeep they had planned
on, they still managed to wrap
the rope around a tree for leverage.
Sop h s were flying off the
banks into the pond so fast and
furious that they finally dropped
the rope, dove in, 'swam across,
and chased the frosh all over
the "south forty.'
After all the grease from the
pig and the pole, I'm sure the
faculty didn't mind the clean-off
dip, for the whole crew looked
(and smelled) a lot better at the
Communion Breakfast and the
President's Tea the next day.
For that matter, I'll bet the CNR
girls appreciated their greaseless
dancing partners at the mixer
Saturday night.
D. S.
•

A'

FROSH WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)
it was a success.
Stag night was held on Wednesday night with movies and
entertainment provided by the
Fairfield Students. Rocco Pugliese, chairman of the affair, obtained several baseball movies,
including last years World Series.
Classes were held on Thursday and Friday, and now the
Freshmen w ere beginning to
know just what college life was
about. At 11:00 F l' ida y, the
Mass of the Holy Spirit was held
in the main part of the gym.
That night the first mixer of
the school year was held. Manhattanville, Albertus Magnus,
Marymount, and St. Joseph's

were invited.
The Freshmen met the Sophomores on Saturday afternoon for
a big field day. The Sophomores
stole the show in track and also
captured the greased pig. However, the Freshmen gained revenge by winning the "tug of
war" across the pond. The wet,
defeated Sophs then proceeded
to throw the Freshmen and Junior committee into the pond.
Dave Shay deserves much credit
for organizing the afternoon.
That night there was a dance
at New Rochelle college for the
Freshmen of both schools.
Sunday started off with Mass
and Communion Breakfast for
the Freshmen. Fr. Joseph Murphy and Fr. Oliver Nickerson
were guest speakers. At 2:00 was
the President's Reception for the
parents. Lou Parent organized
the affair in Loyola Lounge.
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then mentioned statistics which ciety, attained by the enforcedid not support a correlation be- ment of capital pUI;lishmept?
tween the institution of capital
3. Are there alternate means
Dr. N orman, speaking first, punishment and future deterequally efficient to this end, and
identified capital punishment as rence of major crimes.
a "relic of barbarianism." SightFr. Bonn then ascended the must they therefore replace the
ing the first and greatest mis- podium with a position based on extreme penalty of death?
carriage of justice in the Cruci- eight points.
4. "Are the abuses of miscarfixtion of Our Lord, Dr. Norman
riage
of justice in the case inerFor
brevity,
I
will
mencontended that even in modern,
nob 1 y intentioned courtrooms tion only the five major prob- rabIe, so great, as to abrogate
the use of this right?"
lems.
there is possibility of err 0
1.
Has
the
state
the
right
and
5. "As the means employed to
Norman felt there should be
more emphasis on prevention duty to employ capital punish- the end, I.E. the taking of human
life, in itself a morally legitirather than try i n g to undo ment?
"what cannot be undone." He
2. Is the end, protection of so- mate act?"

LECTURE

(Continued from Page 1)

r.

Do J6uT!JinkfOrJ6urseIF/'
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

"NEW FACULTY
(Continued from Page 1)
American Association of Jesuit
Scientists, has just returned to
the U.S. aft e l' completing his
Tertionship at Paray-le-Moniel,
France.
Father Henry J. Murphy, S.J.,
will take up the position of Assis tan t Professor of Classical
Languages and En·glish. He, too,
has recently finished his Tertiansnip, being stationed at St.
Bueno's College in North Wales.
He acquired his A.B. in 1950 and
his M.A. in 1951, both from Boston College. Then for two years
he taught Classics and English
at Holy Cross, after which he
finished his graduate studies .at
Fordham. He obtained his S.T.L.
at Weston in 1958.
Father William G. D e v i n e,
S.J., is joining the Fairfield faculty as an Assistant Professor
of Philosophy. After. receiving
his A.B. and M.A. at Boston
College, Father Devine taught
Economics at Holy Cross for two
years. A native of Dorchester,
Mass., he entered the J e sui t
Order in 1944 and was ordained
in 1957.
Our new Assistant Dean of
Men, the Rev. John L. Gallagher, S.J., is also a Weston graduate. At Weston, he received his
A.B. in 1948. his M.A. in Philosophy in 1951 and his S.T.L. in
1958. From 1951 to 1954 Father
Gallagher taught at Chivirus
High School in Portland, Maine.
Here ,besides teaching, he was
the Assistant Director of Athletics. Together with his position
as Aassistant Dean, he will also
instruct Theology.
A new Russian and German
nstructor, Mr. Wolfe M. Czmanski, was born in Berlin, Germany. He attended Berlin University and received his M.A. in
Russian at the University of
Montreal. Married and the father of three children, Mr. Czmanski previously taught languages to grammar school children at the Canon 0' Mea l' a
School.
Joining the Economics Department as an Assistant Professor
is Mr. H. C. McIntyre. He received his M.B.A. in Accounting
at the University of Chicago in
1850 and he is currently a candidates for his Ph.D. from the
University of Cincinnati. The
father of three boys, Mr. McIntyre was a member of the
Army from 1946 to 1948 and
also a member of the Navy from
1952 to 1954. He is currently a
member of the Naval Reserve
with the rank of Lieutenant.
From 1954 until this past June
he was an Assistant Professor of
Economics and Business Administrat.ion at Xavier University in
Ohio.

Do you believe that "what's good enough
for your father is good enough for you"
is (A) a remark indicating that Father had
things pretty fancy? (B) a parental trick

to avoid spending money? (C) a statement
unconsciously revealing an ultra-conservative attitude? (D) an admission that
you deserve as big an income as Pop?

ADBDcDDO
If you saw a man on his
hands and knees in the
street, searching for something, would you (A) try to "
find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn't worth getting run over for? (C) ask
him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it
from him when he finds it?

ADBDcDDD
Do you think that the old
saw "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to
eat apples? (B) rough on
o the doctor? (C) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? (D) applesauce?

is the best of its kind ever developed, for
finest tobacco taste. A thinking man's filter.
And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that's never been equaled.
A smoking man's taste.
A thinking man's filter ... a smoking
man's taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?
*By the way, if you checked (C) in three out
of four of these questions . .. man, you think
for yourself!

ADBDCDDD

~

Would you choose a filter
cigarette because (A) of
what is said about the tobacco? (B) you could hardly
tell the filter is there? (C)
it has the most advanced
filter design? (D) it claims
to filter well because it
tastes weak?

ADBDcDDD
Why do men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Because they've found out the Viceroy filter

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S"FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
@1959. Brown & WilJiamson Tobacco Corp"

